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Abstract: Phishing is a fraudulent attempt by cybercriminals, where the target 
audience is addressed by a text message, phone call or e-mail, requesting 
classified and sensitive information after presenting himself/herself as a 
legitimate agent. Successful phishing attack may result into financial loss and 
identity theft. Identifying forensic characteristics of phishing attack can help to 
detect the attack and its perpetuators and as well as to enable defense against it. 
To shield internet users from phishing assaults, numerous anti-phishing models 
have been proposed. Currently employed techniques to handle these challenges 
are not sufficient and capable enough. We aim at identifying phishing sites in 
order to guard internet users from being vulnerable to any form of phishing 
attacks by verifying the conceptual and literal consistency between the uniform 
resource locator (URL) and the web content. The implementation of the 
proposed PhishDetect method achieves an accuracy of 99.1%; indicating that it 
is effective in detecting various forms of phishing attacks. 
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1 Introduction 

Information and communication facilities are easy to use and efficient despite the fact 
that a large number of people are using the internet in their daily activities. However, as 
the internet facilitates convenient access to data and classified and confidential 
information, such access can also cause internet users to lose their personal data and 
money through the nefarious activities of cybercriminals like hackers and phishers. 
According to the RSA’s online fraud report (RSA, 2018), phishing attacks are on the rise 
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and accounted for 50% of all cyber attacks observed by RSA in Q3 2018, a 70% increase 
from the previous quarter. 

Phishing attacks often employ social engineering techniques and leverage directing 
links represented by fake domain names and malicious URLs. Phishing is a strategy 
being used by criminals to lure and deceive many internet users into revealing their 
online financial transaction details. Whenever a user is trapped by their deception, the 
user tends to lose either a big amount of money or confidential information or even both 
(Prakash et al., 2010). Since phishing attacks aim at taking advantage of human 
weaknesses it is hard to abate them even for trained users (Sheng et al., 2010). However, 
the technical devices and methods used by the phishers such as clickjacking, wiphishing, 
spear phishing and sound-squatting (Chiew et al., 2018) leave traces and can be 
investigated by the digital forensics methods. Emerging communication infrastructures 
such as mobile networks (Goel and Jain, 2018), Internet-of-Things (IoT) (Gupta et al., 
2017), wireless sensor networks (WSN) (Grover and Sharma, 2016; Fan et al., 2018), fog 
network (Pham et al., 2018) or power supply and distribution infrastructure (Aichhorn  
et al., 2018) also have become the target of phishing attacks, while security threats to 
augmented reality systems (Połap et al., 2017), e-healthcare systems (Yaseen et al., 2018) 
and assisted living systems (Lauraitis et al., 2019) are causing increasing concern. 

Majority of phishing attacks belong to communication network-based phishing and 
employ identity spoofing. Any form of phishing attack is usually introduced by sending a 
link believing to be from a genuine source (Chen et al., 2014). The moment a feedback is 
given by the user, his personal information would have been revealed to the phishers. The 
concept of phishing which came into existence in 1996 has remained a common term in 
cybersecurity (Garera et al., 2007). Apart from e-mail, other platforms being used to 
perpetrate phishing attacks include but are not limited to social networking sites, voice 
messaging, multiplayer games, SMS (Odusami et al., 2018) and instant messaging (Xiang 
and Hong, 2009). A phishing website can be used is to clandestinely and fraudulently 
obtain confidential information such as personal identification numbers (PINs), credit 
card details and passwords (Abbasi and Chen, 2009) and use it nefariously on behalf of 
the rightful owner (Liu et al., 2006). In an effort to safeguard internet users from various 
attacks and subsequently prevent them from losing money through their online 
transactions, several anti-phishing solutions have been proposed (Khonji et al., 2013; 
Odun-Ayo et al., 2017). The approaches can be categorised according to the techniques 
employed as machine learning (Woźniak et al., 2018), text mining and profile matching 
(Aleroud and Zhou, 2017). Some of the approaches are efficient but not reliable and 
dependable to cater for the current trend of global phishing strategies: 

• CANTINA which is a unique content oriented technique to identify and detect 
various phishing sites by analysing and examining what is contained in a given 
webpage for classification as either legitimate or illegitimate. The classification is 
determined by the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) algorithm 
that uses search engine for retrieval of information as it does not rely only on surface 
level characteristics. It also identifies most weighted words, which generate lexical 
signature (Xiang et al., 2011). 

• Phish tester-based approach (Shreeram et al., 2010) provides a finite sate machine 
model which is based on known legitimate and phishing websites behaviours in 
order to differentiate legitimate and phishing websites in terms of forms submission 
that is based on random inputs. A set of heuristics combinations was developed to 
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capture the recent up-to-date behaviour of suspicious websites. The technique can 
assist with information and warning about the likelihood of a phishing sites present 
in a trusted sites and can detect a cross-site scripting (XSS)-based attack. 

• GoldPhish (Dunlop et al., 2010) is aimed at identifying and detecting new faces of 
phishing attacks based on the observation that phishing sites exist only for a few 
days or hours. GoldPhish captures the image of the website to convert to text data 
which will serve as input and finally used to retrieve search result to determine if a 
website is legitimate. 

• Garera et al. (2007) adopted the composition and structure of URLs phishing website 
identification. They combined numerous heuristics and Google PageRank to decide 
the status (legitimate or phishing) of a URL. The motive behind this is that any 
established website will be high-ranked while fake websites will be low-ranked. The 
results show 1.2% false positive rate (FPR), and a 4.2% false negative rate (FNR) 
(Sheng et al., 2010). 

• Machine learning methods such as neural networks have been used to detect fake 
websites with an accuracy of 86% (Aksu et al., 2018), and 98.7% using recurrent 
neural networks (RNN) (Bahnsen et al., 2017), and 90% accuracy in detecting 
phishing websites using support vector machine (SVM) classifier (Jain and Gupta, 
2018), a 95.80% recognition rate using SVM (Zouina and Outtaj, 2017), principal 
component analysis random forest (PCA-RF) achieved an accuracy of 99.55% (Rao 
and Pais, 2018), extreme learning machine (ELM)-based classification achieved the 
accuracy of 95.34% (Sönmez et al., 2018). 

• Rule-based approaches use a list of rules derived, e.g., using association rule mining, 
which are interpreted to emphasise the features that are more prevalent in phishing 
URLs, such as the existence of special characters in the URL, the URL length is 
more than 75 and having more than four dots in the host name, and achieving a true 
recognition rate of 93% (Jeeva and Rajsingh, 2016). 

• Natural language processing (NLP) techniques have been applied to URL analysis to 
extract syntactic features such as word count, average (longest, shortest) word 
length, and number of special characters. Classification using NLP features random 
forest (RF) classifier achieved 97.2% accuracy (Buber et al., 2018), RF with only 
NLP-based features gives the 97.98% accuracy rate for detection of phishing URLs 
(Sahingoz et al., 2019). 

• Blacklist-based technique keeps detailed and up-to-date information about all the 
phishing websites. Anytime there is information regarding a phishing website, the 
internet protocol (IP) address where the suspected phishing website is initiated will 
immediately be included among the blacklisted IP addresses. The system, which has 
client side proxy as browser, can authenticate sites by confirming its status without 
any warning or notice to user (Alnajim and Munro, 2009). Anytime, a user enters a 
URL into the browser, its status will automatically be determined. If the site is found 
to be a blacklisted one, it will be blocked immediately. 

• Heuristic-based approach uses web content and URL signatures to detect phishing 
behaviours through the extraction of different features like visual similarity. 
Heuristic can produce high true positive and true negative rates and has the ability to 
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detect the moment an attack is launched. For example, an approach that uses URL 
tokens as discriminating features achieved 77% of accuracy (Daeef et al., 2017). The 
disadvantage of heuristic approach is that it can label legitimate websites as phishing 
websites by producing false positives. 

• Visual similarity-based approaches focus on the resemblance of layout as well as the 
general style between likely phishing and legitimate sites is usually calculated and 
determined by visual similarity (Liu et al., 2006). 

• Multi-stage models combine several methods are combined for detecting malicious 
websites such as SSL/TLS features and JavaScript-based visual clues (Mensah et al., 
2015), domain name of URL and the text extracted from screenshots by optical 
character recognition (OCR) (Wu et al., 2016). PhishBox (Li and Wang, 2018) uses 
an ensemble model to validate the phishing data, and then the suspect sites are 
submitted for crowdvoting for final decision. PhishLimiter (Chin et al., 2018) 
performs deep packet inspection (DPI) and combines it with software-defined 
networking (SDN) to recognise suspect phishing actions in e-mail and web-based 
communication. Li et al. (2019) constructed a stacking model by combining gradient 
boosting decision trees (GBDT), distributed gradient boosting library XGBoost and 
gradient boosting framework LightGBM to recognise phishing website. 

In an effort to detect phishing websites, we propose a method for detection of phishing 
attacks by check literal and conceptual inconsistencies in website addresses (URLs). 
Literal checking of a URL means using the contents that the URL itself, without adding 
or bringing in other properties and features for test running and verification. This is 
achieved by following the exact words in URL. The conceptual consistency means that 
each letter, number and symbol of a URL is divided into various categories to allow for a 
thorough analysis in order to avoid wrong categorisation. To the best of our knowledge, 
this approach is novel and differs from the methods proposed by other authors. Our 
contribution to the field of knowledge is the inclusion of the semantic consistency 
checking step, which verifies if the semantics of URL and website content match. A 
similar ide was used in Zhu and Dumitras (2018) to detect malware campaigns. 

2 Method 

2.1 Pre-filtering stage 

This stage is the first stage by which possible potential identities and associated domain 
names will be examined. This stage assists to separate legitimate site from a phishing or 
suspicious sites and move the latter to the classification stage. Nearly all legitimate sites 
have their names registered as their second level domain (SLD) names. To effectively 
carry out what this stage is meant for, two things must be put into play: the identity 
extraction and checking if the consistency matches with the SLD. 

2.2 Identity extraction 

Most phishing websites are commonly constructed to confuse their viewer into believing 
that the URLs are a legitimate one. To identify the possible signs, the first step is to look 
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only at the URL of the page to determine features, e.g., if the URL is not structured 
appropriately, or a number is used to represent a domain name instead of the usual 
alphabet. Phishing websites use a URL that looks like a legitimate one, alternatively by 
putting a legitimate URL among the illegitimate/phishing with the motive of deceiving 
the internet user. After this has been checked and verified and subsequently clear of any 
suspicion, it can also be checked if it matches a whitelist of a high profile or any other 
safe site hence the identity extraction is passed (Chen and Guo, 2006). 

2.3 Check if consistency matches with SLD 

Consistency implies that the degree of compatibility of the URL matches with the brand 
names of the company. The content of the site should be in compatibility with the domain 
name that appears in the URL of the webpage. To achieve that, some features have to be 
put into consideration. The page content checks the HTML of the webpage for likely 
suspicious features and identifies if a site is used for phishing. The company’s logo, 
images and keywords are also factors to be checked for, but observation shows that most 
phishing sites copy the company’s logo, images and keywords word for word, however 
this method alone is not considered. Phishing websites are short-lived in nature so they 
rarely get indexed by search engines (Chou et al., 2004). Whenever a click is made by a 
user, it is usually stored in as search log. The URL that has been frequently and 
consistently clicked will be classified as legitimate (Basnet et al., 2008). 

2.4 Features 

The features used to discover if a site is phishing or legitimate include: Randomness of 
URL (RU), ratio of found domain token (RDT), position of domain token (CPos), and 
conceptual similarity (CSim). 

2.4.1 Randomness of URL (RU) 

The URL contents of a malicious website are usually not related to the website and also 
contains irrelevant long random strings. Take for example, a text string representing a 
malicious website link: 

• http://signin.ebay.com.87ab3540af65fa59167f076ea075f9f7.ustsecurity.info/ 

The long random string (‘87ab3540af65fa59167f076ea075f9f7’) in this website URL 
address is irrelevant because it does not have any role to play in the website being visited. 
This might be due to the fact that phishers rapidly generate many malicious sites. There 
are some features to look out for when considering the randomness of URL such as IP 
address, symbols, and URL length. Presently, research has not convincingly shown us 
that there is a standard length of a URL to differentiate a legitimate and phishing sites. 
However, Liu et al. (2006) is of the opinion that any URL with length greater than 54 
characters should be considered phishing. 

In calculating the randomness of a URL (RU), we adopted the following formula as 
formulated and used by (Liu et al., 2006): 

( )2( ) max ( ), ( ) log ( )d sR t sl t sl t as t= ⋅  (1) 
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here R(t) is randomness of token t, sld(t) is the total number of segments formed by 
splitting token t into digits, sls(t) is the total number of segments formed by splitting 
token t into symbols, as(t) is the total number of letters in token, and t is the maximal 
randomness score of the tokens will be the RU of the URL. 

2.4.2 Position of domain token (CPos) 

Most phishing sites have lots of sub-domain names than legitimate sites. Research has 
revealed that the highest number of sub-domain name of any site considered legitimate is 
5 while 18 is for phishing site. What is more, there is a standard rule for a given hierarchy 
of the domain name. The higher the domain tokens, the higher the level of categorisation 
of the webpage. The position of domain token (CPos) is determined as shown in 
Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 1 CPos calculation algorithm 

BEGIN 

1: token_list = extract_domainName_token(url) 

2: if domain is IP then 

3: score = 0 

4: else 

5: for each token in token list do do 

6: allIDX_sum + = index of token 

7: if token is included in content then 

8: foundIDX_sum + = index of token 

9: end if 

10: end for 

11: score = foundIDX_sum = (allIDX_sum * number of count of 
token) 

12: end if 

13: return score. 

END 

2.4.3 Ratio of found domain token 

Most phishing sites are accessible for just a couple of hours or days hence the URL of 
phishing sites cannot have a reasonable number of clicks on the internet because of its 
short existence. URLs with frequent and uncountable number of clicks can be regarded as 
legitimate. The concept entities linked to the entities are other domain tokens obtained 
from similar data source and detailed in the list of domain token (Zhuang et al., 2012). 
Legitimate sites should have a greater ratio of tokens at the SLD that that of any 
malicious websites (Liu et al., 2006). The formula for calculating the RDT is given as 
follows (Chen et al., 2014): 
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DT i SLD i
i

RDT f t f t
−

=

⎡ ⎤= +⎣ ⎦∑  (2) 

here, fDT(•) and fSLD(•) are the membership functions, fDT(ti) = 1, if ti is found in the 
domain token (DT) list, fDT(ti) = 0, if ti is not found in the DT list, fSLD(ti) = 1, ti is found 
in the SLD list, fSLD(ti) = 0, ti is not found in the SLD list, and n is a number of domain 
tokens. 

2.5 Anti-phishing algorithm 

The proposed anti-phishing PhishDetect method is summarised as Algorithm 2. 
Algorithm 2 An implementation of anti-phishing approach 

BEGIN 

1. Enter URL 

2. Check URL against web content 

Check if content contains below 

Check for title 

Check for link 

Check for styles 

Check if URL has http request: (http, https, :, //, :, [a-
z, 0-9] 

3. Check if Cid matches with SLD 

If passed, check if URL exists in LEGITIMATE database, else 
INSERT into LEGITIMATE database 

If not passed, proceed to (4) 

4. Check if URL contains long (>54) random irrelevant strings 

If passed, proceed to (5) 

5. Check if numbers of sub-domain is more than 5 

If passed, proceed to (6) 

6. Check if URL has a reasonable amount of click records 

If not passed, proceed to (7) 

7. Check if concept of URL and webpages are similar 

If passed, check if URL exists in LEGITIMATE database, else 
INSERT into LEGITIMATE DATABASE. 

If not passed, check if URL exists in PHISHING DATABASE, 
else INSERT into PHISHING DATABASE. 

END 

The method is summarised as a flow diagram in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 Flow diagram of the proposed approach (see online version for colours) 
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3 Implementation and evaluation 

The URL is entered into the query box of the application, the application checks if the 
URL exists online by checking the PhishTank database (OpenDNS, 2018). If it exists in 
the PhishTank, the URL is considered a phishing one else it goes through all the stages 
(pre-filtering stage and classification stage) where the Randomness of the URL, RDT and 
the position of the domain token, thereafter the Conceptual similarities before the URL 
can be confirmed whether it is legitimate or phishing. The presence of the URL on the 
PhishTank database indicates it is a phishing site. When a URL is entered into the 
PhishDetect application, the application runs through the submitted URL, if the URL 
does not have the features of a legitimate site, the application classifies it as a phishing 
site. Once the URL is submitted, the application uses all the features embedded inside it 
to check if it’s malicious or legitimate. Once it is confirmed as malicious, the application 
displays all the features checked to tell the user it is a pure phishing website. If the 
submitted URL does not have any of the attributes of phishing and legitimate or the URL 
is incomplete, or does not exist online they are classified by the application as invalid and 
stored in the invalid database. 

Figure 2 Confusion matrix of the classification results 

 

To evaluate the system, we used accuracy, which is the measure of overall rate of 
classified sites in relation to the sum of the actual or correctly classified legitimate sites 
and phishing sites: 

pos neg

Ph OAcc
Ph T O T

+
=

+ + +
 (3) 
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here Tpos is the number of phishing sites accurately categorised as phishing sites, and Tneg 
is the number of legitimate sites accurately categorised as legitimate sites, Ph is the 
number of phishing sites, and O is the number of legitimate sites. 

During the tests, we used our own dataset collected. To collect legal URLs we 
employed an approach described by Buber et al. (2018) and performed sending the query 
words to Yandex Search API, while highly ranked URLs returned by the search engine 
were regarded as legitimate URLs. The malicious URLs were taken from the blacklist of 
malicious URLs of cloud-based Human Resource Management system at Covenant 
University and and checked with Sucuri SiteCheck, a free malicious website scanner. 

In the collected data set, there are 42,194 URLs including 21,932 malicious URLs 
and 20,262 legal URLs. Tests were performed on a Hewlett Packard device with 4 GB of 
2,300 MHz DDR3L RAM and 2.2 GHz Intel Core i5 processor. The application was able 
to detect correctly phishing and legitimate URLs, yielding an accuracy of 99.1% from a 
dataset of websites submitted for evaluation. 

4 Conclusions 

To counter phishing attacks in the cyber world we proposed a method for detecting 
phishing sites with the aim of guiding, guarding and preventing internet users from 
falling prey of cybercriminals. In this solution, two main stages are involved: the pre-
filtering stage and the classification stage. For the pre-filtering stage, a special attention is 
given to the consistency between the potential identities and the SLD names. The 
classification stage uses the features of vis-à-vis ratio of the found domain, position of the 
domain token and the randomness of the URL; all these have their attention focused on 
what is contained in the URL. Finally, the content of the websites and the content 
between the URL are examined by the conceptual similarity. If the URL of a webpage as 
gone through all these features and is being considered phishing, the method further 
checks the PhishTank database to verify if the website is present then the site is 
considered as a phishing site. The proposed approach contributes to the development of 
digital forensics method in the communication networks domain. 
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